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Abstract
We consider the problem of multi agents cooperating in a partially-observable environment. Agents must learn to coordinate and share relevant information to solve the tasks
successfully. This article describes Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic with Communication (A3C2), an end-to-end differentiable approach where agents learn policies
and communication protocols simultaneously. A3C2 uses a centralized learning, distributed execution paradigm, supports independent agents, dynamic team sizes, partiallyobservable environments, and noisy communications. We compare and show that A3C2
outperforms other state-of-the-art proposals in multiple environments.
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Introduction

A multi-agent system (MAS) is deﬁned by an
environment containing multiple interacting entities. These systems form the basis of most complex systems, and their entities include humans, animals, robots, and software agents. This team of
distributed agents can accomplish tasks that would
be impossible or impractical for a single agent.
Examples can be found in multiple ﬁelds, including robotics [1], both in small- and swarm-scale,
distributed tracking [2] for military purposes, trafﬁc control in smart cities [3], craft formation [4],
and complex on-line video-games [5, 6]. Modeling agents by hand for environments like these
may prove to be prohibitively complex. Reinforcement learning, on the other hand, has consider-

able potential in such cooperative multi-agent environments. Agents are often required to run independently, solely with access to local partial information [7]. Decentralized agents also alleviate complexity problems by ignoring joint actionspaces, which grow exponentially with the amount
of agents [8]. However, this makes it harder for
agents to learn implicit coordination, where they assume the behavior of other members of the team,
and act accordingly.
A possible solution is for agents to exchange
information, compensating for their local actionobservation history. Language and communication
between intelligent agents have long been a topic of
intense debate [9]. Through centralized learning,
distributed execution paradigm [10], the learning
phase can take advantage of global information and
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error derivatives can be backpropagated through
communication channels in order for agents to improve their teammates’ policies. In practical terms,
this causes agents to learn a communication protocol that beneﬁts the team, and doing this for all
agents leads to learning coordination among them.
We focus on settings that support centralized
learning, distributed execution and cooperative environments that require relevant information sharing between agents of a team. This paper describes
Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic with Communication (A3C2), a distributed deep reinforcement learning algorithm for cooperative multi-agent
systems. Agents learn policies and communication protocols simultaneously, and exchange information through message-passing during execution.
A3C2 supports noisy communications, distributed
execution, and its agents are shown to achieve stateof-the-art performance in partially-observable cooperative environments. Our main contribution is
the description and thorough evaluation of A3C2
in multiple multi-agent environments. It is compared against state-of-the art approaches, achieving
the best results. The repercussions of different communication channels are also studied, including the
effects of increasing the amount of transmitted information and the impact of introducing noise into
communications.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the state-of-the-art on
deep reinforcement learning algorithms in multiagent systems. Section 3 describes our proposal,
including our methodology to handle noisy communications. Section 4 describes two multi-agent
environment suites, and Section 5 shows results obtained in those with A3C2 and other state-of-the-art
algorithms. Finally, Section 6 draws conclusions
and lists future work directions.

2 Related Work
The simplest multi-agent reinforcement learning algorithms rely on applying single-agent algorithms in a multi-agent environment, having each
agent learning independently, as shown in the Independent Q-Learners (IL) algorithm [11]. Theoretical convergence guarantees are lost, due to the
non-stationarity of the environment, but the method
is versatile and popular [10, 12, 13, 14].
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Another popular approach is the Joint-Action
Learners (JAL) [11], where a central entity decides
the joint-action for all agents based on the joint observation of the team. This approach is highly restrictive, as it does not support decentralized execution. In the limit, the environment becomes
single-agent, where all entities are monolithically
controlled.
These methods do not take advantage of the
multi-agent aspect of the environment. This Section
now describes the most relevant multi-agent deeplearning algorithms in the literature.

2.1 Counterfactual
Gradients

Multi-Agent

Policy

The Counterfactual Multi-Agent Policy Gradients (COMA) [10] algorithm is an actor-critic
extension that supports distributed execution, but
requires centralized training. This centralizedlearning, distributed-execution framework follows
the intuition that algorithms (the value network, in
this case) can be augmented with extra information regarding the other agents during the learning
phase, while during execution only local information is required, thus allowing agents to run in a decentralized manner. Agents use network sharing for
the critic network, so COMA does not support heterogeneous reward functions.
COMA uses the same centralized value network
for all agents, with the shared agent observations
and their actions as input. The use of agent actions
as inputs for the value networks means the environment is now stationary for the critic, even as policies
change. COMA addresses the credit-assignment
problem by comparing how each agent’s action effectively affects the expected value (using the critic
network to estimate this).
Since the critic’s architecture depends on the
amount of agents being trained (as it incorporates
their actions and observations), then COMA does
not support dynamic amounts of agents. Using the
same centralized critic for all agents also means the
algorithm does not support different reward functions for different agents. Finally, it is unclear how
the network scales to large numbers of agents.
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2.2

Multi-Agent Actor-Critic for Mixed
Cooperative-Competitive
Environments

The Multi-Agent Actor-Critic for Mixed
Cooperative-Competitive Environments (MADDPG) [15] is a DDPG extension that also follows
the centralized-learning, distributed-execution approach. Similarly to COMA, the algorithm has a
critic network with the shared agent observations
and their actions as input. However, MADDPG
uses a value network for each agent, which allows
for agents with different reward functions to learn
together (any non fully cooperative environment,
for example).
MADDPG can also suffer from scalability issues, and does not support dynamic amounts of
agents. The approach is based on implicit coordination. The authors compare their work with an IL
version of DDPG on a proposed suite of environments, known as MPE, and described below.

2.3

Value-Decomposition Networks

Sunehag et al. present Value-Decomposition
Networks (VDN) [16], where agents learn a factorized joint-action value function based on their
independent observations, and the sum of each
agent’s estimation approximates the centralized
joint-action function. Agents can communicate by
concatenating the output of their layers at some
points, thus assuming noiseless communication
without constraints once more. VDN disregards any
additional information available from the environment, and limits the complexity of the centralized
joint-action function to a simple sum.
Rashid et al. present QMIX [7], a VDNextension, where each agent’s value function is
no longer summed to approximate the centralized
joint-action function. Instead, an additional mixing
network is used to combine each individual value
function in a more complex manner, which is also
able to incorporate additional environment information. QMIX does not use communication between
agents, and thus relevant information in partiallyobservable environments is not shared.

2.4 CommNet
The CommNet algorithm [17] proposes a single network in the multi-agent setting, passing the
averaged message over the agent modules between
layers. It uses a fully differentiable communication channel to learn explicit continuous communication between agents, learned concurrently with
the agent’s policy. The communication channel at
time-step t is the summed transmission of messages
sent by other agents at time-step t − 1, and each environment state undergoes multiple communication
steps (a value deﬁned a priori).
Allowing multiple cycles of communications
among agents is an uncommon assumption, since in
many environments, actions usually have an equal
or higher rate than message transmissions. Not
only that, but the amount of cycles with which to
communicate with is a hyper-parameter of the algorithm with no intuitive value. The model outputs
actions for all agents simultaneously, similarly to
JAL, which does not support distributed execution
of the policies. It also makes CommNet unable to
handle dynamic numbers of agents with this shared
observation, and it remains unclear how it scales to
large numbers of agents. Finally, the authors assume perfect communication between agents.

2.5 Multi-Agent Bidirectionally Coordinated Network
The Multi-Agent Bidirectionally Coordinated
Network (BiCNet) [18] is an actor-critic extension
based on Minimax-Q [19]. Using as an input the
local view of an agent, and a shared view of all
agents, a policy network outputs the action for an
agent, and a value network the expected Q-value
for that state. Agents are organized in a hierarchical order, and communicate with their neighbors,
which allows a variable number of agents to use the
same policy. Through the use of the RNN structure
[20], agents have a local memory, and they share
information between them while calculating their
actions, by sharing the RNN state with their neighbors.
It is unclear what are the constraints of this sharing methodology and its robustness when communication channels can fail. The use of a shared observation for the policy network is also reminiscent
of JAL, which does not support distributed execu-
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tion of the policies. It also makes it unclear how the
network handles dynamic numbers of agents with
this shared observation, and how it scales to large
numbers of agents. Finally, requiring RNN structures in the policy and value networks is a strong requirement, since not all problems require such complex structures, notoriously hard to train [21].

2.6 Differentiable Inter-Agent Learning
The Differentiable Inter-Agent Learning
(DIAL) algorithm [9] uses a Q-network and a neural
network that outputs messages through an end-toend differentiable channel. Agents send messages
at each cycle, and these messages are used as inputs
for other agents’ next cycles, along with their state
observations. This approach requires centralized
learning, although authors have also proposed an
experience-replay based approach that supports decentralized learning [22]. Gradients are then pushed
through the communication channels in order to optimize the messages to send.
The authors discretize the sent messages during execution and assume perfect communication
between agents. DIAL is also only demonstrated to
work in a limited set of short-horizon environments.

2.7 Others
Another end-to-end differentiable learning
communication algorithm is found in the methods
of Mordatch et al. [23]. Agents learn to communicate by learning a Gumbel distribution, later used
on a set of discrete symbols, while simultaneously
learning to act in an fully cooperative environment,
using a joint reward function. Policies are based on
neural networks with recurrent modules and support different numbers of agents. The algorithm
requires fully cooperative environments, and the
authors also assume perfect communication.
Das et al. [24] propose an algorithm for a oneon-one cooperative game. Using Hierarchical Recurrent Encoder-Decoder neural networks to model
policies, and the REINFORCE algorithm [25] for
learning a communication policy, agents learn to
communicate using a pre-determined vocabulary
consisting of natural-language symbols. Eventually, one of the agents guesses what image the remaining agent was shown.
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D’Ambrosio et al. [26] use neural networks to
learn communication in a hive-mind style. Certain neurons are shared among all agents, and the
network learns how to set the weights in order to
achieve coordination. However, this approach does
not allow agents to run in a distributed manner.
Lazaridou et al. [27] also propose a communication learning algorithm for agents to use in order
to identify images. In their work, communication
is simply the action space with which policies are
learned to complete tasks.
Some authors also show how communication
can arise in a mix of multi-agent reinforcement
learning frameworks and supervised learning techniques. By training agents to maximize a goal, and
interspersing the training with supervised learning,
Lewis et al. [28] demonstrate agents that learn natural language protocols. Using dialogue rollouts,
the models plan ahead in bargaining tasks, and fake
interest to take advantage of high-value goals.
The Multi-Step, Multi-Agent Neural Network
(MSMANN) algorithm [29] uses supervised learning for decentralized agents to learn to imitate a
centralized strategy. Agents learn action and communication policies simultaneously during centralized training, despite requiring a JAL strategy to be
learned a priori. Authors leave a reinforcementbased approach for future work.
A3C2 relies on continuous communication protocols, based on generic message passing, which
supports both distributed execution, as well as a dynamic number of agents during execution. It does
not require any additional information from the environment, other than the one individually supplied
to each agent.

3 Asynchronous Advantage ActorCritic with Communication
Our proposal is based on the Asynchronous
Advantage Actor-Critic (A3C) [30] algorithm, a
single-agent deep reinforcement learning algorithm. Multiple distributed workers keep local
copies of both actor and critic, and asynchronously
update their global versions, as shown in Figure 1.
A3C is on-policy, operates in the forward view,
and uses n-step returns to update both the policy and
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the value-function every tmax steps or until a terminal state is reached. Actor-Critic methods decouple
the value and policy functions into two separate networks. The Critic network with weights θv approximates a value function V (ot , θv ) and estimates the
expected return at a given state ot . The Actor network with weights θa maintains a policy π(at |ot , θa )
from which action at is sampled for state ot .

Global Networks
Critic
Actor

Worker 1

Environment 1

Worker n

...

Environment n

Figure 1. The framework for A3C [30], with n
workers. Each worker keep a local copy of the
on-line network, and interacts with its own
environment. Updates are asynchronously
performed on the global on-line and target
networks.

Observation sij
Message rcij

Agent j
Critic Network

Value V(sij)

Actor Network

Policy π(sij,rcij)

Comm Network

Message M(sij,rcij)

Figure 2. The architecture of an agent j at
j
time-step t, which sampled observation ot and
j
received messages rct . Each agent has three
separate networks: a policy (or actor) network,
j
j
which outputs an action probability π(ot , rct )
j
(from which at is sampled); a communication
j
network, which outputs an outgoing message sct ;
and a value (or critic) network, which outputs a
j
value estimation V (ot ).
Our proposal, which we refer to as Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic with Communication (A3C2), is a multi-agent extension of A3C
and allows for communication to be simultaneously
learned alongside agent policies. Agents keep actor and critic networks, and an additional communication network with weights θc to output outgo-

j

ing messages sct , as can be seen in Figure 2. These
j
messages may be received as rct+1 by other agents
in the following time-step (depending on communication restrictions and constraints), and are used as
input for their actor networks. During the execution
phase, agents only require the actor and communication networks.
Each A3C2 worker keeps global networks for
each agent, as can be seen in Figure 3. Workers
copy the global networks into local memory and
each handle an entire environment and set of agents
for that environment. A3C can be framed as a speciﬁc case of A3C2, with a number of agents J = 1
and no communication.
Global Networks
Agent 0
Critic

...

Agent j
Critic

Actor

Actor

Comm

Comm

Worker 1
Agent 0
... Agent j

Environment 1

...

Worker n
Agent 0
... Agent j

Environment n

Figure 3. The algorithm architecture, using n
separate workers. Each worker keeps local copies
of each agent’s three networks, and interacts with
its own environment and its separate set of j
agents. As samples are collected in mini-batches,
workers calculate gradients based on their local
networks, asynchronously update the global
networks, and update their copies.
The pseudo-code for A3C2 is shown in Algorithm 1. A worker copies global networks into local memory (line 5) and obtains the initial observation of the environment (line 7). In a loop, the
worker now computes an action and outgoing message (lines 10-11). The environment may be partially observable, and each agent’s observation may
be a local partial observation of the environment’s
current state. The worker also creates a record of
the senders and recipients of each received message
(line 12).

21:
22:

j

j

(R −V (oi , ϑv ))2

R ← ri + γR
Value
loss

i

j
Lvi

←

j

Actor
loss
Lai ←
j j
j
j
j
j
)(R Simões,
− Nuno
V (oLau,
,
ϑ
))
−
log π(ai |oi , rci , ϑaDavid
v
i
Paulo Reis
j j
j
j
βH(π(ai |oi , rci , ϑa ))
24:
for step i = t,tstart + 1 do
25:
Received communication
j
∂Lai
j
loss Lrci ← j
23:
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for a worker thread running A3C2.
∂rci
Require: Global shared learning rate η, discount 26:
Map received communifactor γ, entropy weight β, number of agents J,
cation loss Lrci+1 into sent communication loss
j
j
network weights θa , network weights θv , netL
sci using communication map mi for all agents
j
work weights θc , batch size tmax , maximum it- 27:
for agent j = 1, J do
erations Tmax , and default message value rcinitial 28:
for step i = t − 1,tstart
j
Require: Local network weights ϑa , network
do
j
j
weights ϑv , network weights ϑc , and step 29:
Accumulate graj
counter t
Algorithm 2 Learning
∂Lsci for user i
j
j phase
dients dθc ← dθc + j
1: t ← 0
∂ϑc signatures represented
1: acquire J ≥ 1 reference
j
30:
Accumulate gra2: rc0 ← rcinitial for all agents j
by the shape and dynamics
signals
j
∂Lai
j
j
3: for iteration T = 0, Tmax do
+ j
dients
a ← dθa describing
2: get
thedθ
parameter
the tolerance of the16
∂ϑa
j
j
4:
Reset gradients dθa ← 0, dθv ← 0, and 31: veriﬁcation process δi > 0 Accumulate graj
j
∂Lvi
dθc ← 0 for all agents j
j
j signature
3: determine
base
(determine jBase ∈
← dθ
dients dθv the
v+
j
j
j
j
j
j
j
v
5:
Synchronize ϑa ← θa , ϑv ← θv , ϑc ← θc for
[1, J]) represented by∂ϑreference
signals vi, j= jBase
32:
Update network
all agents j
and zi, j= jBase
j
j
j
j
j
j
weights θa ← θa + ηdθa , θv ← θv + ηdθv , and
6:
tstart ← t
4: normalize
the shape
and length of J reference
j
j
j
j
θc ← θc + ηdθc for all agents j
7:
Sample observation ot for all agents j
signatures of user i on the basis of his/her base
8:
repeat
signature
jBase
(signals
xi, j=
jBase , yi, j= jBase
Actions are
executed
on the
environment
(line,
{v}
{v}
9:
for agent j = 1, J do
and zi, j= reward
Xi for, Yeach
14),vi,an
action-state
is obtained
j= jBase
jBase ) - determine
i ,
j
10:
Calculate message sct to send with
{z}
{z}
agent
(line
15),
and
a
new
set
of
observations
is
Xi and Yi
j
j
j
j
sct ← M(ot , rct , ϑc )
sampled
(line
After
steps,
or when
5: perform
the 15).
vertical
and enough
horizontal
evolutionary
j
11:
Sample action at according to policy
a
terminal
state
is
reached,
the
loss
of
local
netpartitioning
of
base
signature
jBase
for
P vertij j
j
j
π(at |ot , rct , ϑa )
works
is
computed
(lines
21-30),
the
gradients
decal sections and R = 2 horizontal sections (Alj
12:
Map sent communication sct into rerived
from 3)
the loss are applied to the global netgorithm
ceived communication rct+1 , and build commuworks
(lines
31-38),
and these
are then copied
back
6: store
in the
database
the parameters
needed
to
nication map mt
intoverify
local the
memory
(line 5). This
process
is from
repeated
test signatures
of user
i (e.g.
inj
13:
Take action at for all agents j
until
convergence
has
been
found.
dividual
XBest)
(Algorithm
8)
j
14:
Sample reward rt and new observa=0 supports both intra- and inter-agent paj
A3C2
tion ot+1 for all agents j
rameter sharing. In the intra-agent case, networks
15:
t ← t +1
j
16:
terminal ot for all agents j or t − with the same input can be merged, and instead of
optimizing separate networks, each agent optimizes
tstart = tmax
a single network with multiple output layers. In
17:
for agent j = 1, J do
j
inter-agent parameter sharing, homogeneous agents
0 for terminal state ot
18:
Rj =
may share the same actor and communication netj
j
V (ot , ϑv ) otherwise
works, and agents with the same reward function
19:
Lc ← 0
may share the same critic network. This allows
20:
for step i = t − 1,tstart do
multiple agents to update the same network, resultj
21:
R ← ri + γR
ing in a speed-up of the learning phase.
j
22:
Value
loss
Lvi ←
j
j
16
(R −V (oi , ϑv ))2
3.1 Actor Network
j
23:
Actor
loss
Lai ←
j j
j
j
j
j
The policy network, shown in Figure 4, takes as
log π(ai |oi , rci , ϑa )(R
−
V (oi , ϑv ))
−
j
j j
j
j
input
the current time-step’s observation ot , as well
βH(π(ai |oi , rci , ϑa ))
j
as any received messages from other agents rct , and
24:
for step i = t,tstart + 1 do
25:
Received communication outputs a probability distribution over the agent’s
j
∂Lai
j
action-space.
loss Lrc ←
i

j

∂rci

Map received communication loss Lrci+1 into sent communication loss
Lsci using communication map mi for all agents
27:
for agent j = 1, J do
28:
for step i = t − 1,tstart
do
26:

perform th
partitionin
cal section
gorithm 3)
6: store in th
verify the
dividual X
=0
5:
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At each time-step t, agent j samples an acj
j j
j j
tion at based on his policy π(at |ot , rct , θa ). At
each optimization cycle, a mini-batch of samples is used to optimize the actor network. The
j
j j
j
j
j
j
loss Lat ← log π(ai |ot , rci , ϑa )(R − V (ot , ϑv )) −
j
j
j j
βH(π(ai |ot , rci , ϑa )) is given by the difference of
the actual returns R and the critic’s expectation
j
j
j
V (ot , ϑv ) applied to the taken action ai , and an additional entropy factor H with weight β to discourage premature convergence.

3.2

Critic Network

The value network, shown in Figure 5, takes
j
as input the current time-step’s observation ot , and
outputs a critic expectation, representing the expected returns for the current observation.

Output Layer

...

Hidden Layer

Hidden Layer

Observation otj

Critic θvj

0.98

Figure 5. An exemplary architecture of agent j’s
critic. In this case, the network’s output layer
j
estimates the value of the current observation ot , a
value used for the advantage estimation during
optimization. After the learning phase, the critic
network is no longer necessary.
At each time-step t, agent j obtains a reward
j
rt . The actual returns are calculated, backwards, as
Rt = rt + γRt+1 . The ﬁnal expected return is given

3.3 Communication Network
The communication network, shown in Figure 6, takes as input the current time-step’s observaj
tion ot , and outputs an n-channel message (a vector
of n values) the agent will send at the current timestep, and which may be received by others in the
following time-step. Each channel has a continuous
value based on the activation function (if any) of the
communication network’s output layer. For example, an 8-node output layer using binary activations
computes single-byte messages.
Communication Network θcj

...

8-node, binary
activation,
Message sctj

Figure 4. An exemplary architecture of agent j’s
actor network. In this case, the actor aggregates the
observation and the broadcast message of all other
agents as its input. The network’s output layer then
outputs a probability distribution for agent j’s
movement in four possible directions. The output
layer is directly based on the environment’s action
space.

Hidden Layer

π ( 0.7 , 0.3 , 0 , 0 )

Hidden Layer

Message rctJ

...

by 0 if the episode is terminal, or by the critic exj
j
pectation V (ot , ϑv ) for the last taken observation
j
ot otherwise. At each optimization cycle, the loss
j
j
j
Lvt ← (R −V (ot , ϑv ))2 is given by the squared difference of the actual returns R and the critic’s exj
j
pectation V (ot , ϑv ).

Observation otj

...

for all agents except j

Policy πtj

Message rct0

Hidden Layer

Observation otj

Hidden Layer

Actor Network θaj

0110 1000

Figure 6. An exemplary architecture of agent j’s
communication network. In this case, the
network’s output layer uses a binary activation
function and has 8 nodes, generating single-byte
messages. Other output architectures are
supported, including continuous valued messages.
For example, a 10-node layer with tanh activations
outputs a vector with elements xi , i = 1, . . . , 10,
where each element xi → [−1, 1].
Each environment deﬁnes communication constraints and properties, ranging from size to range
properties. Messages can be classiﬁed as unreliable
if they are lost with a probability Ploss ̸= 0 or randomly delayed. A standard value rcinitial for a nonreceived message is used as the actor network input
for both the initial turn (no agent has sent messages
yet) and when messages are lost. The environment’s connectivity is based on whether agents send
messages to all other agents (broadcast), spatially
close agents (local broadcast), or speciﬁc agents
(unicast).
Agents may output a single message to all receivers, or distinct messages to each one, and may
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receive each message distinctly, or aggregate all
messages as one. This property may affect whether
A3C2 supports dynamic amounts of agents, since
the communication and actor networks’ architecture depends on the sent and received messages.
For example, if the communication network is built
such that agent j sends unique messages to each
member of its team, agent j cannot send messages
to more agents than its expected team size. If, on the
other hand, the team’s size decreases, A3C2 supports noisy communications and simply handles a
message that was not sent as a lost message.
A3C2 also supports noisy messages, where
Gaussian noise N (0,Vnoise ) with Vnoise ̸= 0 affects
each message’s content, which commonly happens
in many wireless analog communication mediums.
Finally, A3C2 handles internal interference, commonly found in systems where multiple entities
transmit information through a global transmission medium (like humans talking aloud, or WiFi),
where messages are sent simultaneously with a
probability Pjumble ̸= 0. In such cases, receivers do
not distinguish between messages, and instead interpret a sum or average of the sent information,
which may prove intelligible, depending on the chosen communication protocol and the amount of interference.
The output of agent j’s communication network
j
at time-step t is referred to as sct , and received by
j
other agents in the next time-step as rct+1 . At each
optimization cycle, the error of received messages,
j

∂L

j

is given by Lrct ← atj , representing how received
∂rct
messages impacted the agent’s policy. The loss Lsct
is then computed as the sum or average of this error, based on the compiled communication map mt .
In other words, Lsct represents the negative impact
of agent j’s sent messages on the policies of agents
who received its messages. An example can be seen
in Figure 7, where J = 3 agents broadcast their messages to each other.
The intuition behind this is that an agent j optimizes its sent messages in order to improve the policies of other agents. By doing this for all agents, a
team learns to output information that is useful for
others, thus learning coordination. The error of a
sent message can be summed, averaged, or otherwise combined from the gradients of that message,
which were computed by all the agents that have

received it. Summing the error may lead to very
large network updates, while averaging them leads
to safer but slower updates.
Time-step i
Agent 0
Observation si0
Action ai0
Message rci0

Message smi0

Agent 1
Observation si1
Action ai1
Message rci1

Message smi1

Agent 2
Observation si2
Action ai2
Message rci2

Message smi2

Time-step i+1
Agent 0
Observation si+10
Action ai+10
Message rci+10

Message smi+10

Agent 1
Observation si+11
Action ai+11
Message rci+11

Message smi+11

Agent 2
Observation si+12
Action ai+12
Message rci+12

Message smi+12

Figure 7. Diagram of how broadcast
communication with three agents is performed
across two time-steps (arrow direction), and of
how gradients are propagated backwards
(emphasized lines). Agent 0 sends messages to
Agents 1 and 2, which calculate the gradients of
their policy error with respect to that message.
Those gradients are pushed as the error of the
originally sent message into Agent 0, which uses
them to optimize its Communication network.

4 Testing Environments
A3C2 is tested in two distinct groups of multiagent environments, the POC and the MPE suites.
Both are now described.

4.1 POC Suite
The Partially-Observable with Communication
(POC) suite is a group of partially-observable
multi-agent environments we have developed,
where communication is crucial to overcome the
partial observability of the environments.
The scenarios, shown on Figure 8, are:
– Hidden Reward - Four agents. Focus on classic
exploration, and agents need to learn how to efﬁciently explore the environment and alert team
members when the target is found.
– Trafﬁc Intersection - Dynamic amount of agents,
total of forty. Close-horizon game, where agents
need to learn to adhere to rules and overcome
multiple indistinguishable intersections.
– Pursuit - Four agents and four hard-coded prey.
Classical benchmark where agents need to explore and coordinate in order to capture the prey.

– Navigation - Two agents and two landmarks.
Focus on goal assignment, and agents learn how
best to distribute themselves in order to complete the task.

dhere to rules
uishable inter-

rd-coded prey.
ts need to exo capture the

wo landmarks.
ents learn how
order to com-

e-oriented and
which to test
orithm. While
environment,
ent’s underlyonal computamed by the acthms with the
tion method to
ditional inforironments are
d built in such
n informationl coordinated
e Traffic envirn in order to
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with the centralized learning, distributed execution
method to augment their learning phase with additional information in an efﬁcient manner. The environments are also targeted at cooperative teams,
and built in such a way that a team of agents must
use an information-sharing method to achieve successful coordinated strategies. For example, agents
in the Trafﬁc environment must share their intent to
turn in order to avoid collisions.
4.1.1 Hidden Reward

(a) Hidden Reward.

(b) Traffic Intersection.

(c) Pursuit.

(d) Navigation.

Figure 8: The POC suite. (a) Agents (black) only
Figure 8. The POC suite. (a) Agents (black) only
know their own position and explore the map unknow their own position and explore the map until
til the reward zone (red) is found. They must then
the reward zone (red) is found. They must then
broadcast that location to remaining agents and conbroadcast that location to remaining agents and
verge on it. (b) Agents (colored) must cross interconverge on it. (b) Agents (colored) must cross
sections without colliding. They are given a desired
intersections without colliding. They are given a
direction (black arrow), know whether other vehicles
desired direction (black arrow), know whether
are around them, and are penalized if they collide
other vehicles are around them, and are penalized
(red marker). (c) Predators (red) see only a small loif they collide (red marker). (c) Predators (red) see
cal area, and must chase, surround and capture the
only a small local area, and must chase, surround
prey (green), which are hard-coded to run from the
and capture the prey (green), which are hard-coded
closest predator (shown by the blue line). (d) Agents
to run from the closest predator (shown by the blue
(black) know the beacons’ coordinates, but not each
line). (d) Agents (black) know the beacons’
others’ positions. They must cover all the beacons
coordinates, but not each others’ positions. They
and are rewarded by how close any agent is to
sts on several (red),
must cover all the beacons (red), and are rewarded
each
beacon
(shown by the green line).
dal map until
by how close any agent is to each beacon (shown
as a local parby the green line)
with their own
These
environments
are challenge
performance-oriented
at zone or not. a global
time
limit since the
starts, and a
and provide
a controlled
environment
with which
concatenation smaller
one since
any agent
finds the reward
zone.
to
test
multiple
aspects
of
a
multi-agent
algorithm.
There’s both In other words, agents have some time to explore the
While agents receive observations about the envi10 ronment, it is possible to access the environment’s
underlying state directly, without any additional
computations (aside from those already performed
by the actual environment). This allows algorithms

The Hidden Reward challenge consists of several agents having to move across a toroidal map
until they ﬁnd a reward zone. Each agent has a
local partial observation of the environment, with
their own coordinates and whether they’re in that
zone or not. The complete state-space consists of a
concatenation of all the agents’ partial observations.
There’s both a global time limit since the challenge
starts, and a smaller one since any agent ﬁnds the reward zone. In other words, agents have some time
to explore the map and ﬁnd the hidden reward, and
a short time to gather there once it has been found.
Because the time is not enough for a single agent
to fully explore it, this not only forces spread coordinated exploration, but also an alert protocol when
the reward is found.
Agents receive individual rewards each cycle,
0 points if not on the reward zone, and n points if
on the reward zone, where n is the total amount of
agents there, so cooperation is encouraged. At each
time-cycle, agents can move in four directions or
remain in the same position. Agents can broadcast
messages to all other agents. The optimal strategy
is to explore the map until the reward zone is found,
and then broadcast its position to other agents.
4.1.2 Trafﬁc Intersection
The Trafﬁc Intersection simulator consists of
several road intersections, which must be crossed
by multiple vehicles. Each agent has a local partial observation of the environment, knowing their
desired direction and sensing close vehicles. The
complete state-space consists of the positions and
intended directions of all vehicles.
Agents get small penalties for stalling trafﬁc,
big penalties if they crash, and even larger penalties if they crashed without having priority. At each
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time-cycle, agents can move forward or remain in
the same position. The communication range of
agents is geographically limited to close vehicles
(agents do not broadcast messages to all others, just
The scenarios,
on intersection).
Figure 9, include:
to other
agents in shown
the same
The optimal• strategy
is forReference
a vehicle -toTwo
inform
others
inCooperative
allies,
threeatlandtersections
whether
it
needs
to
turn
or
not,
and
allow
marks. Allies know the target landmark of the
the vehicle
with priority
crossown,
the intersection.
other agent,
and nottotheir
which they are
rewarded for being close to.
4.1.3 Pursuit
• Cooperative Communication - The same as
The
Pursuit game
consists
twoone
teams
of
Cooperative
Reference,
but of
only
ally can
agents,
where
one the
team
mustknows
capture
other. The
move,
while
other
its the
target.
prey team is hard-coded, has a global vision, and
• Cooperative
Navigation
N allies Predators
and landeach
prey runs from
the closest- predator.
marks.
Agents
are
rewarded
by
being
close to
have local partial observations of the environment,
each
sensing
a landmark.
small local area equivalent to less than
10% of the total map and their own global coor• Tag Challenge - One adversary, N allies and
dinates. The complete state-space consists of the
landmarks. Allies try to touch as many times
positions of all predators and prey.
as possible the faster adversary.
Agents get small penalties as time passes, and
In order to successfully complete these tasks,
get penalized and randomly placed if they collide.
mechanisms to handle partial-observability are reAt each time-cycle, agents can move in four direcquired. These may range from memory of previtions or remain in the same position. Agents can
ous states to communication protocols. In addition,
broadcast messages to all other agents. A high-level
some tasks also require strong coordination skills,
strategy is for predators to explore the map until a
and might not be possible to complete within the
prey is found, and then broadcast the prey’s position
context of a single-agent system. We refer the reader
so that all predators can converge and capture it.
to Lowe et al. [15] for further information.
4.1.4 Navigation
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and discrete action-space scenarios with simulated
physics, which may incorporate communication.

(a) Cooperative Refer- (b) Cooperative Commuence.
nication.

(c) Cooperative Navigation.

(d) Tag Challenge.

Figure
9: The
suite.suite.
(a) Agents
(light(light
colored)
Figure
9. MPE
The MPE
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penalized
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(red) (c)
see Predators
only a small
if they collide
(red marker).
(red)local
see
area,
and
must
chase,
surround
and
capture
the prey
only a small local area, and must chase, surround
(green),
whichthe
areprey
hard-coded
run from
the closest
and capture
(green), to
which
are hard-coded
predator
(shown
by
the
blue
line).
(d)
Agents
(black)
to run from the closest predator (shown by the
blue
knowline).
the beacons’
coordinates,
but
not
each
others’
(d) Agents (black) know the beacons’
positions.
Theybut
must
the beacons
(red),
and
coordinates,
notcover
each all
others’
positions.
They
are
rewarded
by
how
close
any
agent
is
to
each
beamust cover all the beacons (red), and are rewarded
con
by the
by(shown
how close
anygreen
agentline).
is to each beacon (shown
by the green line).

Results
The
Navigation task consists of several agents
having to cover all the beacons spread throughout
A3C2 is compared against IL and JAL implementhe map. Each agent knows only its own position
tations of A3C. The JAL method gathers the obserand the beacon positions. The complete state-space
vations of all agents and outputs a joint-action for
consists of the positions of all agents and beacons.
the entire team. However, it could not learn any
There is a time-limit, but the episode ends early if
successful policy in any POC environment within
all beacons are covered.
reasonable time, and its results are not shown in
team gets
pointsA3C2
at the isend
of each
timethe The
following
sections.
further
compared
limited
episode, based
on how
close
agentstate-ofwas to
with MADDPG,
COMA,
VDN,
and an
QMIX,
each
beacon.
At each
time-cycle,
agentslearning
can move
the-art
multi-agent
deep
reinforcement
alin
four
directions
or
remain
in
the
same
position.
gorithms, all of which are outperformed by A3C2.
Agents
can broadcast
to all other
agents.
We publish
a video of messages
learned policies
on our
reposThe
optimal
strategy
is
for
each
agent
to
broadcast
itory, linked below.
The scenarios, shown in Figure 9, include:
its own position and for the team to decide which
agent should cover which beacon.
12 – Cooperative Reference - Two allies, three landmarks. Allies know the target landmark of the
4.2 Multi-Agent Particle Environment
other agent, and not their own, which they are
rewarded for being close to.
The Multi-Agent Particle Environment (MPE)
[15] suite is a set of local continuous observation– Cooperative Communication - The same as Co-
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operative Reference, but only one ally can move,
while the other knows its target.
– Cooperative Navigation - N allies and landmarks. Agents are rewarded by being close to
each landmark.
– Tag Challenge - One adversary, N allies and
landmarks. Allies try to touch as many times
as possible the faster adversary.
In order to successfully complete these tasks,
mechanisms to handle partial-observability are required. These may range from memory of previous states to communication protocols. In addition, some tasks also require strong coordination
skills, and might not be possible to complete within
the context of a single-agent system. We refer the
reader to Lowe et al. [15] for further information.

5

Results

A3C2 is compared against IL and JAL implementations of A3C. The JAL method gathers the
observations of all agents and outputs a joint-action
for the entire team. However, it could not learn any
successful policy in any POC environment within
reasonable time, and its results are not shown in
the following Sections. A3C2 is further compared
with MADDPG, COMA, VDN, and QMIX, stateof-the-art multi-agent deep reinforcement learning
algorithms, all of which are outperformed by A3C2.
We publish a video of learned policies on our repository, linked below.
Unless otherwise stated, we used a learning rate
η = 10−4 , a future reward discount factor γ = 0.9,
an entropy weight β = 0.01, J = 4 agents, and N = 3
concurrent worker threads. All networks’ initial
random weights were computed with the Glorot initializer [31] with default parameters, and were optimized with the Adam optimizer [32] with default
parameters.
A grid parameter search was used to ﬁnd the
most adequate network architectures for each environment, with tests on 1 to 3 layers, and 10 to
120 nodes. We describe the fastest architectures we
found that yielded successful policies, along with
other hyper-parameters, in Table 1.
The chosen learning rate η was also the highest and fastest we found that consistently allowed

the networks to converge. The future reward discount factor γ depends on the importance of future
rewards, with 0 leading to policies that focus on
short-term rewards, and 1 focusing on long-term expected rewards.

5.1 Effects of Communication
The architecture of the communication network
affects the complexity of the learned information
sharing protocol. Different amounts of communication channels (CC) are tested, demonstrating how
explicitly sharing information with learned protocols can also, improve agent policies. The CC represent the width of the communication network’s
output layer and the length of sent messages. The
communication network’s output layer is activated
with a hyperbolic tangent function, such that each
CC outputs a continuous value [−1, 1].
Figure 10 demonstrates that sharing information is vital to complete the tasks in the POC
suite, and teams without communication severely
underperform those with. Within A3C2 teams, a
larger amount of CC often increases the performance of a team and speeds up the learning process. Abrupt performance increases can be observed when agent policies and communication protocols converge into a coordinated behavior. This
can be observed in the POC: Hidden Reward environment, with 5 CC, around 120k training episodes.
In all scenarios, a single CC provides a noticeable beneﬁt for the team’s average obtained reward.
For example, in the Trafﬁc Simulator, it is enough
for vehicles to signal their intention to turn and adhere to road rules. Unsurprisingly, different populations learn different protocols, and Figure 11 shows
how it is possible to learn two diametrically opposite protocols in this environment, signaling either
intent to turn, or intent to move forward.
Teams in Hidden Reward learned to explore the
map with a formation that maximized the covered
ground. Agents also broadcast the reward zone’s
position when it was found, and others quickly converged in that position. In the Pursuit game, map
exploration also improves and agents coordinate to
surround and capture prey as soon as any predator
ﬁnds it. Finally, teams in Navigation decide and coordinate which agent will cover which beacon.
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Environment
POC: Hidden Reward
POC: Trafﬁc Simulator
POC: Pursuit
POC: Navigation
MPE: Coop Navigation
MPE: Coop Communication
MPE: Coop Reference
MPE: Tag

J
4
40
3
2
3
2
2
3

N
3
3
12
3
3
3
3
12

γ
0.95
0.1
0.95
0.95
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.95

η
10−4
10−4
5 × 10−5
10−4
10−4
10−4
10−4
10−4

CC
20
1
10
20
10
10
10
10

x
2
2
6
4
8
8
8
8

Table 1. The hyper-parameters used for the tests conducted in this Section. This table lists the amount of
agents J, the amount of workers N, the future reward discount γ, the learning rate η, the amount of
communication channels (CC), and the layer size modiﬁer x. Critic and actor networks used two fully
connected hidden layers of 20x and 10x nodes activated with a ReLU function. The communication
network used a single hidden layer with 10x nodes activated with a ReLU function, and an output layer of
CC nodes, activated with a hyperbolic tangent function. The non-received message rcinitial default value is
all zeros.

(a) POC: Hidden Reward.

(b) POC: Traffic Intersection.

(c) POC: Pursuit.

(d) POC: Navigation.

Figure
10:10.
Results
of of
A3C2
with
different
amounts
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for for
the the
POC
suite.
TheThe
plots
represent
the the
average
Figure
Results
A3C2
with
different
amounts
of CC
POC
suite.
plots
represent
reward and average
standardreward
deviation
obtained
by
agents,
over
training
episodes.
and standard deviation obtained by agents, over training episodes.

A3C2
MADDPG
DDPG

MPE: Cooperative Navigation
Average Distance # Collisions
0.219
1.223
1.767
0.209
1.858
0.375

MPE: Cooperative Communication
Average Distance Target Reached
0.007
99.6%
0.133
84.0%
0.456
32.0%
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Figure 11: The evolution of two separate 1-channel communication protocols learned in the Traffic SimuFigure 11. The evolution of two separate 1-channel communication protocols learned in the Trafﬁc
lator environment, using two separate agent populations. The plots represent the output message’s single
Simulator environment, using two separate agent populations. The plots represent the output message’s
channel value across training episodes, when two agents stand at an intersection. The values are averaged
single channel value across training episodes, when two agents stand at an intersection. The values are
over possible intersection situations (vehicles behind or in front of the agent), and split based on whether
averaged over possible intersection situations (vehicles behind or in front of the agent), and split based on
the agent intends to turn or move forward.
whether the agent intends to turn or move forward.

5.2 Evaluation
in the
Suite sharing inMPE’s
Tag Challenge
doesPOC
not require
formation to achieve successful policies, and a team
A3C2 is also compared with COMA, VDN and
can rely solely on implicit coordination. In CoopQMIX in the POC suite, as shown in Figure 12.
erative Reference, agents know each other’s target
These algorithms rely on centralized critics for colandmarks and must communicate this information
ordination, and feature no communication. To comto each other in order to find their own targets. In
pensate for that lack of information sharing, the netTag Challenge, a team of predators chases a prey that
works use a recurrent layer such that agents can
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and a continuous observation space.
observations of the environment, and their centralized critic has access to the underlying environment
state.
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any
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suit
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and COMA agents cannot over- noise The
performance of teams on these environcome the partial-observability of the environment
ments is given by r = ∑Ll −dl − C, where L = 3
and the prey constantly elude them. Predators 16 is the total amount of landmarks, d is the mina
are only able to learn not to collide with each
imum distance of each landmark l to any agent,
other. A3C2 clearly outperforms other state-of-theand C is the amount of collisions on the environart non-communication algorithms in all these enviment. The results are shown in Table 2. In Coronments.
operative Communication, A3C2 can learn policies that are more frequently successful and also
achieve shorter distances to the target positions than
DDPG and MADDPG. In the Cooperative Naviga-
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(a) POC: Hidden Reward.

(b) POC: Traffic Intersection.

(c) POC: Pursuit.

(d) POC: Navigation.

Figure 12: Results of COMA, VDN, QMIX, and A3C2 for the POC suite. The plots represent the average
Figure obtained
12. Results
VDN,
QMIX,
andsteps.
A3C2 for the POC suite. The plots represent the average
reward
by of
theCOMA,
algorithms,
over
training
reward obtained by the algorithms, over training steps.
communication protocols. Even when all noise types dination in the POC: Navigation environment around
are enabled, teams outperform teams without any 150k episodes, which leads to an abrupt performance
communication. This demonstrates that some com- increase.
munication is better than no communication at all,
and how A3C2 supports imperfect communication
mediums. Similarly to Figure 10, Noisy and Lossy
communication protocols and policies achieve coorMPE: Cooperative Navigation
MPE: Cooperative Communication
Average Distance # Collisions Average Distance Target Reached
17
A3C2
0.219
1.223
0.007
99.6%
MADDPG
1.767
0.209
0.133
84.0%
DDPG
1.858
0.375
0.456
32.0%
Table 2. Results of A3C2, MADDPG, and DDPG, for Cooperative Navigation and Cooperative
Communication environments.
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tion environment, A3C2 achieves more collisions
but smaller distances, maximizing the rewards obtained by agents.
Tests conducted on MPE’s Cooperative Reference also evaluate communication and coordination, but MPE’s Tag Challenge does not require
sharing information to achieve successful policies,
and a team can rely solely on implicit coordination.
In Cooperative Reference, agents know each other’s
target landmarks and must communicate this information to each other in order to ﬁnd their own targets. In Tag Challenge, a team of predators chases
a prey that moves at twice their speed with global
map vision and a continuous observation space.
Because Tag Challenge is an adversarial environment, we used MADDPG in self-play to learn
a policy for the prey, and then trained A3C, A3C2
and MADDPG against that static policy. Figure 13
demonstrates the evolution of policies learned by
A3C and A3C2 against MADDPG baselines. A3C2
agents completed both the proposed tasks with
higher performance than MADDPG, while A3C,
lacking agent communication, was unable to do so
in Cooperative Reference.

5.4

Effects of Communication Noise

We also test the effects of noise in the communication medium against a baseline where communication is unhindered. We focus on three major
types of noise, all described above. A probability
of losing a message Ploss = 0.5 represents how often sent messages are not received by their targets,
covering both lost and delayed messages. Gaussian
noise N (0, 0.5) represents external interference in
the continuous-valued messages, simulating messages in analog mediums. Finally, a probability
Pjumble = 0.5 represents how often internal interference occurs and agents receive jumbled messages,
instead of distinct ones. We test each individual effect, and all three simultaneously (shown as "All"),
and compare the results with a noiseless baseline.
Figure 14 shows that, as expected, noisy communication hinders the team’s performance. Losing
messages is the most disruptive perturbation, while
noise or interference can often be off-set by robust communication protocols. Even when all noise
types are enabled, teams outperform teams without
any communication. This demonstrates that some

communication is better than no communication at
all, and how A3C2 supports imperfect communication mediums. Similarly to Figure 10, Noisy
and Lossy communication protocols and policies
achieve coordination in the POC: Navigation environment around 150k episodes, which leads to an
abrupt performance increase.

6 Conclusion
This paper describes A3C2, a multi-agent deep
learning algorithm that follows the centralized
learning, distributed execution paradigm. Agents
learn independent policies and communication protocols simultaneously, achieving state-of-the-art results in multiple environments. A3C2 supports
dynamic team sizes, noisy communications, and
partially-observable domains.
It is compared
against MADDPG, COMA, VDN and QMIX, algorithms that also rely on centralized learning, and
results demonstrate that the learned communication
protocols surpass both centralized value-function
techniques and techniques where a discrete communication alphabet is used as an additional actionspace. A3C2’s source-code and environments are
published at https://github.com/bluemoon93/A3C2.
In the future, integrating centralized valuefunctions into A3C2 can help stabilizing and
speeding-up the learning process. The valuefunction can also be augmented with additional information, such as agent actions or messages, to further exploit the centralized learning property. Additional network architectures can also be explored,
such as the inclusion of recursive layers, allowing
agents to maintain an internal memory, and possible
learning more complex communication protocols.
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(a) MPE: Cooperative Reference.

(b) MPE: Tag Challenge.
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Conclusion

This paper describes A3C2, a multi-agent deep
learning algorithm that follows the centralized learning, distributed execution paradigm. Agents learn
independent policies and communication protocols
simultaneously, achieving state-of-the-art results in
multiple environments. A3C2 supports dynamic
team sizes, noisy communications, and partiallyobservable domains. It is compared against MADDPG, COMA, VDN and QMIX, algorithms that
also rely on centralized learning, and results demon(a) POC:communication
Hidden Reward.protocols surstrate that the learned
pass both centralized value-function techniques and
techniques where a discrete communication alphabet is used as an additional action-space. A3C2’s
source-code and environments are published at https:
//github.com/bluemoon93/A3C2.
In the future, integrating centralized valuefunctions into A3C2 can help stabilizing and
speeding-up the learning process.
The value-

function can also be augmented with additional information, such as agent actions or messages, to further exploit the centralized learning property. Additional network architectures can also be explored,
such as the inclusion of recursive layers, allowing
agents to maintain an internal memory, and possible
learning more complex communication protocols.
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(c) POC: Pursuit.

(d) POC: Navigation.

Figure 14. Results of the effects of noise for the POC suite. The solid plots represent the average reward
Figure 14: Results of the effects of noise for the POC suite. The solid plots represent the average reward
and standard deviation obtained by agents over training episodes. The dashed plot represents the average
and standard deviation obtained by agents over training episodes. The dashed plot represents the average
reward obtained by agents without communication noise at the end of the learning phase.
reward obtained by agents without communication noise at the end of the learning phase.
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